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Several countries broke their heat record last summer. Sadly, this is not just a single 
event, but rather a clear indication for global warming. We humans stand the heat by 
either endurance, behavioural adaptations or ecosystem engineering (we built air 
conditioners). Other species cope with the heat in a similar way, or they do not and 
die. On a long time scale organisms may genetically adapt to the new or changing 
environment. The common thread throughout my thesis is this adaptation to novel 
conditions in the broad sense (i.e. on the level of genes, microbiome and species). 
Given that organisms not only improve their reproduction and survival chances by 
means of genetic adaptations, but possibly also through their microbiome (Rudman 
et al., 2019). 
 
Many species are threatened by climate change (Hughes et al., 2003; Thuiller et al., 
2005; Barnosky et al., 2011) and this is also the case for arthropods (Lister & Garcia, 
2018; Sánchez-Bayo & Wyckhuys, 2019). A recent paper reports a worldwide decline 
of insect species mainly caused by habitat loss, intensification of the agriculture or 
urbanisation (Sánchez-Bayo & Wyckhuys, 2019). A loss of 40% of the insect species, 
of which also many common and generalist species, is predicted over the next 
decades (Sánchez-Bayo & Wyckhuys, 2019). Hallmann and colleagues (2017) found 
dreadful evidence for a 76% decline in flying insect biomass in protected areas in 
Germany within the last three decades. Insect declines can then trigger cascading 
effects in many different ecosystems (Sánchez-Bayo & Wyckhuys, 2019). We are not 
able to turn the clock backwards, but knowing which factors improve local adaptation 
can help as an increase in individual performance may improve population viability. 
Understanding when adaptation is more likely to occur is therefore important for 
conservation purposes or making better predictions. 
 
DRIVERS BEHIND LOCAL ADAPTATION 
With changing conditions, species may have to locally adapt, e.g. to novel food 
sources. Causes for such a shift include strong declines in the preferred food source, 
other species competing for the same resource or range shifts due to other changing 
biotic or abiotic factors. By means of experiments with an arthropod model species I 
investigated the spatial (dispersal, homo- or heterogeneous environments) and 
community context (competition and the microbiome) of adaptation to a novel food 
source. I also performed field work to unravel the correlations between microsnail 
community, their diet, and their microbiome. Also, I built a model to investigate the 
demographic consequences of adaptation (Fig. 1).
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i. SSpatial Context 
One of the investigated factors is dispersal; mainly the influence of the number of 
unadapted individuals arriving in a population undergoing local adaptation. Both 
chapters one and four deal with the consequences of this dispersal of populations 
adapting to novel host plants. High levels of dispersal may cause a genetic load, or 
lead to populations exceeding their carrying capacity, which may result in lower 
fitness (Lenormand, 2002; Bolnick & Nosil, 2007; Garant et al., 2007). The negative 
influence of excessive dispersal was clearest in chapter one, where a decline in 
fecundity was found for higher dispersal levels. The results of chapter four suggested 
that high levels of spill-over from a relatively benign host to the challenging host plant 
eventually broke down the initial process of adaptation to the latter host plant.  
 
However, dispersal has a dual effect because it is necessary for genetic and 
demographic rescue (Brown & Kodric-Brown, 1977; Lenormand, 2002; Garant et al., 
2007; Blanquart et al., 2012). In chapter one, we discovered that high dispersal levels 
were beneficial for populations under competition. We conjecture that competition 
exerts a higher selection pressure resulting in a higher mortality before mating can 
occur. This idea of higher mortality was also supported by the low population sizes 
and high extinction risks we found under interspecific competition compared to the 
populations without competition. We will not go further into the topic of competition 
now as it will be discussed in the next section.  
 
Another indication for the significance of dispersal was provided in chapter six. In the 
previous examples, we discussed the influence of dispersal on population viability 
through genetic and demographic rescue. In chapter six, we found that dispersal may 
have been a driver for a higher diversity (Cadotte, 2006) in microsnail communities as 
we found higher diversity close to roads or plantations. This example is thus no longer 
on the population level, but on the community level. Besides the influence on the 
snails themselves, also their microbiomes and diets were more diverse. Human-
mediated dispersal has recently received more interest, as it removes natural barriers 
which may cause the establishment of species in places out of their natural range 
(Hulme, 2009; Dornelas et al., 2014; Helmus et al., 2014; Capinha et al., 2015; Bullock 
et al., 2018). Molluscs have been found to hitch-hike with people (Robinson, 1999), 
so roads or plantations may have a substantial impact on mollusc distribution. 
Removing biogeographical barriers may increase local diversity, but global diversity 
will probably decrease leading to a homogenisation of fauna and flora (Winter et al., 
2009; Villéger et al., 2011; Baiser et al., 2012). The latter might explain why distance 
was only to a small extent related to colonisation chances of these microsnails 
(Hendriks et al., 2019a). 
 
Although we did not include artificial dispersal levels in chapter four, we still found 
evidence for the advantage of dispersal via gradual adaptation with an evolutionary 
stepping stone. None of our spider mite populations was able to survive on 
monocultures of pepper plants, but if this challenging host plant was placed in 
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combination with a more benign habitat, populations could establish through source-
sink dynamics (Furrer & Pasinelli, 2016). Even more striking was the temporary local 
adaptation to pepper plants, which could have occurred through biased dispersal 
favouring rapid evolution (Wang & Bradburd, 2014; Jacob et al., 2017). We consider 
this to be clear evidence of temporary genetic and demographic rescue. This last 
example illustrates that not only the connectivity affects adaptation (Legrand et al., 
2017; Bonte et al., 2018), also the type of habitat and the degree of heterogeneity 
(Blanquart et al., 2012; Forester et al., 2016). The influence of more heterogeneous 
landscapes was also shown in the sixth chapter. Here we found an influence of 
heterogeneity on community assembly; thus on species level instead of the level of 
the genes. Snail communities living on limestone outcrops in the vicinity of caves had 
a lower species richness. We found a less diverse diet for species close to caves and 
suggest that this was caused by the eutrophication through guano run-off from bats 
and swiftlets (Sánchez-Piñero & Polis, 2000). 
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Figuree 2: dual effect of dispersal (chapters one and four); different possible scenarios under bad 
or rather feasible conditions.

ii. Communityy context
Another influential factor on local adaptation is interspecific competition. This is part 
of chapters one, three, four, and six. Chapters three and four had only temporary 
interspecific competition, while competition was present until the end of the 
experiment in the first chapter. Competition can have both positive and negative 
effects on local adaptation. We found for instance in chapter one that competition is 
detrimental under low dispersal levels, but could counteract the effect of a migration 
load at high dispersal levels. Some studies find that competition does not only provide 
a benefit for adaptation, but even accelerates it as for instance in adaptive radiations 
(Schluter, 1994). Our experiments could not provide evidence for this; the exerted 
competition rather presented a disadvantage for adaptation. Negative effects of 
competition include lower population sizes that can consequently increase drift 
effects and extinction risks (Johansson, 2007; Lawrence et al., 2012; Osmond & de 
Mazancourt, 2013; Zhao et al., 2018), which is what we also found for the first 
chapter. An effect of competition on community assembly was found in chapter six; 
the more species are living in a community the smaller the diversity of the diet per 
individual. This may be the result of an ecological release, where individuals living in 
poor communities have access to resources that would be consumed by other species 
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in communities with a high species diversity (Van Valen, 1965; Kernaléguen et al., 
2015). 
 
Chapters three and four initially had interspecific competition, but the focal species 
outcompeted the congeneric competitor. This created the unique opportunity to 
investigate ghost effects, even though the experiment was not designed for this. We 
discovered that populations where the interspecific competitor reached higher 
densities, while it was still alive, were better adapted to the novel environment 
(chapter 3). Given that the impact was still visible about 20 generations after the 
extinction of the inferior species, it showed the long-term effect of early selection 
pressures for local adaptation. An influence of ghost competition has been described 
by Mallon and colleagues (2018). They found that unsuccessful species left a signature 
in the resource use of the community. The food source that was preferred by the 
unsuccessful species, was eaten less by the other members of the community, which 
could be found after extinction of the unsuccessful species. It could be that in our 
study certain plant parts were preferred by the ghost species as well, but we did not 
look at such shifts in resource use due to the ghost competitor. 
 
Chapter three deals with the influence of ghost competition, however, also the 
heterogeneous treatments of chapter four were under unsuccessful interspecific 
competition. In Box 1 we present new results investigating further the possible effect 
of the initial density of the ghost competitor on these communities for both the 
homogeneous and heterogeneous islands of chapter four. The homogeneous 
cucumber islands were reanalysed to compare with the heterogeneous treatments, 
but the results were the same as the third chapter (Fig. 2; Table 1; Table S1-S2). We 
did not find significant effects in the heterogeneous treatments (Table S2). We 
speculate that the main reason for not finding a positive interaction on cucumber in 
the heterogeneous treatment, as was found in the homogeneous treatment, is the 
much lower initial density of T. ludeni. On heterogeneous islands the highest initial 
density was 1.5 adult females/cm², while this was more than 4 adult females/cm² for 
the homogeneous treatment. We conclude that these initial density may be too low 
for confirming the positive influence of a high initial density of the ghost competitor. 
We also speculate that the more successful species T. urticae limited T. ludeni in 
reaching higher densities given that the amount of preferred cucumber resource in 
the heterogeneous islands was only half of the availability of cucumber in the 
homogeneous islands. This example stresses the importance of island size, which was 
also shown to be important in chapter six. Larger island sizes created more diverse 
snail, microbiome and host plant communities, which is in agreement with the theory 
of island biogeography (MacArthur & Wilson, 1967). 
 
Besides interspecific competition, also competition between individuals from the 
same species is an important driver of adaptation as we expect larger niche overlap 
(Bolnick, 2001; Svanbäck & Bolnick, 2007). We found evidence for this in chapter 
three. The higher density of T. urticae that was observed after one month may have 
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exerted a higher selection pressure that resulted in better adaptation to the novel 
host plant. A recent study discovered that a high density of individuals from the same 
species (intraspecific competition) drives individual specialisation in terms of food 
resource use more than the density of individuals from a competing species (Mendes 
et al., 2019). A strong influence of intraspecific competition on resource use has been 
found by previous researchers as well (Svanbäck & Bolnick, 2007; Martin & Pfennig, 
2009; Svanbäck et al., 2011). The data from the Bornean microsnails (chapter 6) could 
also be used to investigate the importance of intraspecific competition on selection 
among microbiota because we have the density data per species per plot (all shells 
are identified for 5L of soil debris). This idea will be investigated in future research.

We investigated whether local adaptation can be enhanced or limited by the 
microbiome. We discovered that the microbiome indeed correlated with the 
performance on a novel host, and more precisely the fecundity and longevity (chapter 
five). This means that the idea that only changes in the genome can lead to local 
adaptation should not only be extended with epigenetics, but also with changes in the 
microbiome. An extra benefit from the microbiome is that this type of adaptation can 
be acquired within the lifespan of an organism (Darby & Douglas, 2003; Zilber-
Rosenberg & Rosenberg, 2008). 

In both chapters five and six, we found positive correlations between the hosts (spider 
mites and microsnails respectively) and their diets. The microbiome was also 
positively correlated both with the host community. Several researchers have found 
that species contain species-specific microbiomes (Glasl et al., 2018; Hird et al., 2018; 
Sörenson et al., 2019). This means that the more species are present in a community 
the more chance to get a diverse microbiome through horizontal transfer of bacteria 
(Oliver et al., 2010; Henry et al., 2013). This could be a possible explanation for the 
positive interaction between species richness and microbiome diversity that was 
found with the PLS path modelling in chapter six. Microbiomes are known to facilitate 
digestion and detoxification of food sources (David et al., 2014; Kohl et al., 2014). 
Gathering more beneficial bacteria from co-existing species may allow an individual 
organism to increase niche width or potentially enhance immunity. 

BOXX 11 
QUESTIONN 
Were the populations from chapter four (Bisschop et al., 2019b), which were initially under 
interspecific competition with Tetranychus ludeni, affected by the initial density of the 
congeneric competitor?

METHODSS 
We performed a goodness-of-fit of various parametric distributions on the fecundity data for 
each plant species where the fecundity was measured on. The Gaussian distribution was 
preferred for the fecundity data assessed on bean and cucumber. For pepper, a zero-truncated
negative binomial distribution fitted better suggesting the data was overdispersed.
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We analysed the data using generalised linear mixed models (GLMMs). We compared two 
different models, one containing the initial density of T. ludeni and one with the total initial 
density. We considered it necessary to check both models to exclude general density effects. 
In both models the dependent variable was the fecundity (the number of eggs laid after six 
days). The independent variables were the combination of the homogeneity or heterogeneity 
of the island with the plant species where the females were sampled from (homogeneous from 
cucumber, heterogeneous from pepper, and heterogeneous from cucumber), the total initial 
density or the initial density of T. ludeni, time (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 months), and their interactions. 
Time was treated as a categorical variable, because leaf quality might change in time and 
adaptation does not necessarily respond linearly. The replicates were nested in their 
experimental blocks and included as random variables. We performed model selection based 
on the lowest AICc. Pairwise comparisons were adjusted for multiple comparisons with Tukey’s 
method.

RESULTSS 
As already illustrated in chapter three about ghost competition, we found a significant, positive 
interaction between fecundity on cucumber and the initial density of T. ludeni for populations 
on cucumber in the homogeneous environments (t ratio = 2.496 and p = 0.0129). By contrast, 
we found a negative trend between fecundity of our focal species on cucumber and the initial 
density of T. ludeni from cucumber populations in heterogeneous environments (t ratio = -
1.773 and p = 0.0769) (Fig. 2; Table S2).

The fecundity of the individuals measured on bean or pepper was only influenced by time 
(Table 1, and S1). For bean the fecundity was significantly lower in the last month compared to 
the previous months (Table S2). The fecundity on pepper decreased in time with the most eggs 
laid in the first measurement and the least in the last month (Table S2).

Plant resources heterogen. cucumber heterogen. pepper homogen. cucumber
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Figuree 2:: interactionss betweenn thee initiall densityy off T.. ludenii andd fecundityy measured on bean, 
cucumber, and pepper.
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Tablee 1:: Summaryy off thee finall GLMMM explainingg fecundityy inn thee lightt off initiall selectionn pressures.
(A) Fecundity assessed on bean: the final model included only time; ((B) Fecundity assessed on 
cucumber: time and the initial selection pressures were selected as independent variable in 
both models, in the model with initial density of T. ludeni an interaction effect was found with 
the treatment; ((C) Fecundity assessed on pepper: only time had a significantly negative effect.

Estimate Std.. error ZZ value Prr (>|z|)
A:: Bean (Intercept) 43.0129 3.6911 11.653 <2e-16 ****

4 months 3.1027 2.2494 1.379 0.168
6 months -1.4353 2.2316 -0.643 0.520
8 months -0.7123 2.1659 -0.329 0.742
10 months -11.0294 2.4609 -4.482 7.4e-06 ****

B:: Cucumber

Initial density of T. ludeni

(Intercept) 37.370 2.595 14.399 <2e-16 ****

Initial density T. ludeni -3.417 1.927 -1.773 0.07618 ..
Heterogen. pepper -4.085 2.714 -1.505 0.13229
Heterogen. cucumber -10.746 3.443 -3.121 0.00180 ***
4 months 0.396 2.188 0.181 0.85634
6 months -2.087 1.647 -1.267 0.20507
8 months -3.576 1.601 -2.234 0.02549 **
10 months -4.090 1.771 -2.309 0.02093 **
Init. dens. T. ludeni : heterogen. pepper 3.764 2.042 1.843 0.06530 ..
Init. dens. T. ludeni : heterogen. cucumber 5.535 2.105 2.629 0.00856 ***

Total initial density (Intercept) 35.4371 1.7086 20.740 <2e-16 ****

Total initial density -0.2505 0.1360 -1.841 0.0656 ..
4 months 0.4999 2.1923 0.228 0.8196
6 months -1.9023 1.6593 -1.146 0.2516
8 months -3.4891 1.6136 -2.162 0.0306 **
10 months -3.9803 1.7863 -2.228 0.0259 **

C:: Pepper (Intercept) 2.0524 0.1874 10.951 <2e-16 ****

4 months -0.7420 0.2789 -2.661 0.00779 ***
6 months -1.5132 0.3710 -4.078 4.53e-05 ****

8 months -0.7125 0.2492 -2.859 0.00425 ***
10 months -1.9140 0.3575 -5.354 8.59e-08 ****

ECO-EVOLUTIONARYY DYNAMICS
In most chapters we found situations where ecological dynamics influenced 
evolution. However, we also found evidence of evolution affecting ecological or 
demographic dynamics. This is most clear in the second chapter where we used a 
model to investigate the influence of evolution on the carrying capacity and intrinsic 
growth rate of populations after twenty generations of adaptation. We found that 
adaptation had a positive effect on the growth rate, but a negative impact on the 
carrying capacity of the population. We argue that the adaptation in our spider mite 
populations increase their resource use where the energy gain can be used for 
reproduction. As more food is consumed per individual, a lower carrying capacity is 
expected. Another possibility is that adaptation leads to better resource efficiency 
which creates more dense populations. We were however not able to specifically test 
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for a change in resource efficiency in chapter two as we used fecundity for level of 
adaptation. One way to disentangle resource use and resource efficiency could be to 
look at the resource depletion in the leaves. Nevertheless, we found in at least one of 
the studies in chapter two a higher growth rate independent of the mechanisms. High 
growth rates may help for establishment or recovery after disturbance (Turcotte et 
al., 2011b, 2013); something we noticed for T. urticae in chapter three. 
 
SOME CLARIFICATIONS FOR THE DIFFERENCES IN THE METHODS ACROSS 
CHAPTERS 
The experimental procedure is different between the first two chapters and the 
following two chapters; namely the refreshment procedure, the choice of host plants 
and of interspecific competitor. This may make it more complicated to combine our 
findings and make general hypothesis. Therefore, we want to clarify why this was 
done in the paragraphs below. 
 

i. DDifferent refreshment procedures 
In the first two chapters, plants were refreshed by cutting the leaves and stems with 
mites from the old plant and placing them on top of the fresh plant, and then 
removing the old plant. This was preferred in order to maintain the entire population 
while providing food. In chapters three and four, we added fresh plants next to the 
old plants resulting in more natural dispersal. We expect that these differences in 
refreshment procedures may affect the selective pressures encountered in 
competitive environments as it is for instance known that virgin females are less 
dispersive than mated females and young females (1-2 days old) are more dispersive 
than older ones (Li & Margolies, 1993). Also, dispersive and sedentary individuals may 
differ in body conditions and performances and dispersive individuals may differ in 
their body condition or performance compared to sedentary individuals (Bonte et al., 
2014; Dahirel et al., 2019). Despite these differences, we chose for replacing old 
plants by fresh plants in chapter three and four to create an as natural system as 
possible.  
 

ii. DDifferent host plants 
In chapters one and two, we used tomato plants as challenging host, because the 
congeneric competitor T. evansi had been maintained for many generations on 
tomato. In this experiment we wanted to investigate the effect of competition and 
preferred an already adapted competitor. Also, tomatoes are challenging due to their 
phytohormones (e.g. ethylene, salicylic acid, and jasmonic acid) and glandular 
trichomes (Lucini et al., 2015; Godinho et al., 2016). 
 
Because we changed to more natural movement dynamics in chapters three and four, 
we had to work with alternative challenging host plants for the following reason. We 
observed the tomato plants to grow considerably in length during the experiments of 
chapters one and two, and they had rather small leaves on long stems. We were 
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therefore concerned that the old leaves from the tall 6-weeks-old plants would not 
touch the leaves from the fresh small four-weeks-old tomato plants (refreshment was 
done every two weeks), so mites would not be able to move. As an alternative, we 
therefore chose another plant from the Solanaceae family, the bell pepper which 
contains toxic substances and glandular trichomes as well (Lucini et al., 2015). We 
chose cucumber as second host plant as this cucurbitaceous plant is more closely 
related to the initial host plant bean and is supposed to be more benign. Also, the 
congeneric competitor in these chapters, T. ludeni, is known to be a serious pest on 
Cucurbitaceae (Zhang, 2003).

iii. Differentt congenericc competitors
As the focal species often went extinct when under competition with T. evansi, we 
chose T. ludeni as competitor in chapters three and four. In nature, it is known that T. 
urticae and T. ludeni can co-occur together (Zhang, 2003), although co-occurrence 
does not necessarily mean true co-existence, because it might be spatiotemporal 
coexistence. 

FUTUREE DIRECTIONS
In the future, we must strive to further untangle the factors driving adaptation. Many 
questions are still not completely resolved. Here, we will highlight some examples 
from each chapter. 

Possible directions for future research
Competition can counteract a genetic load (chapter one), but we do not know to what 
extent this is the case, nor whether our results could be generalised for other systems 
or competitors. In chapter two, we found that evolution affected population 
dynamics. We could however not test each hypothesis that was posed in this chapter 
because we were unable to disentangle resource use from resource efficiency with 
the measured proxy of adaptation. Future studies could measure resource depletion 
to investigate this further. The effect of unsuccessful species on communities is 
largely underexplored, but difficult to grasp as we need knowledge about the history 
of the communities (chapter three). Experimental evolution is a useful tool to 
investigate for instance how long ghost influences are noticeable in a community, or 
whether signals of ghost competition can be found in species rich communities as 
well. The ongoing adaptation in chapter four was both initiated and prevented due to 
dispersal from the adjacent plant species. It would be interesting to discover whether 
adaptation would have been possible under lower levels of dispersal. This could be 
experimentally tested by placing plants further away from each other. The results we 
provided in chapter six pinpoint the usefulness of including the microbiome to explore 
correlations between communities and their diet. Similar research should be done in 
different systems for generalising our findings.
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Consequences of biodiversity decline 
Arthropod species are, as many other phyla (Barnosky et al., 2011), threatened by 
habitat change, pollution, and climate change (Hallmann et al., 2017; Lister & Garcia, 
2018; Sánchez-Bayo & Wyckhuys, 2019). Thomas and colleagues (2004) stated that 
the decline in insects is considerably larger than in plants or birds. Arthropods are the 
food source of many animals, such as many birds, bats, lizards, and fish; large net 
reductions would cause large effects in diverse ecosystems (Sánchez-Bayo & 
Wyckhuys, 2019). Although the first solution would be redesign agriculture by 
providing flower and grassland strips, rotating crops with clover, reducing pesticides 
to a minimum (Sánchez-Bayo & Wyckhuys, 2019), getting insights in local adaptation 
may help as well. 
 
Applied perspectives of microbiome research 
Some species are predicted to turn into serious pest species for agriculture with rising 
temperatures due to increased growth rates, such as T. urticae et al., 2011). 
The results of our research may be used to control species as well. 
We found fascinating evidence for the importance of the microbiome in adaptation 
(chapter 5). The performance in terms of fecundity and longevity seemed to be 
affected by the microbiome composition. This could be an interesting finding in terms 
of bio-control of agricultural pest species. If certain bacteria are found to decrease 
fecundity and longevity on a certain host plant, perhaps these bacteria that are 
occurring already naturally can be added to the host plant to assist in its defence. The 
fruit tree red spider mite Panonychus ulmi, Koch 1836, is such an important pest 
species with an enormous economic impact in the fruit sector, mainly affecting apple 
trees (Walde, 1995). In future research, we want to investigate the bacterial 
component of the microbiome on different breeds of apple and pear trees. We hope 
to discover whether certain bacteria negatively affect population growth of the spider 
mites on certain host plants and to use these insights for bio-control. 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Local adaptation is a complex process and to a large extent depends on the spatial 
and community context of organisms. In this thesis, I tried to further unravel this 
process. Although I was able to explain more about the influence of dispersal, 
competition, and the microbiome, it is just a glimpse of what still needs to be 
discovered.  
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SUPPLEMENTARYY INFORMATIONN 
 
Tablee S1:: Modell Selectionn (Boxx 1). Overview of the best models based on the lowest AICc with 
an AICc weight of at least 0.100. Resources in the model is the homogeneous or heterogeneous 
environment and plant species where the mite came from. 

df loglik AICc delta weight 
A:: Bean 
Initial density of T. 
ludeni

Time 8 -2088.146 4192.6 0.00 0.605
Time + init. dens. Tl 9 -2088.123 4194.6 2.03 0.220
Time + resources 10 -2087.760 4196.0 3.38 0.111

Total initial 
density

Time 8 -2088.146 4192.6 0.00 0.588
Time + tot. init. dens. 9 -2088.142 4194.7 2.07 0.209
Time + resources 10 -2087.760 4196.0 3.38 0.108

B:: Cucumber 
Initial density of T. 
ludeni

Time + resources * 
init. dens. Tl

12 -1693.862 3412.5 0.00 0.204

Time 7 -1699.185 3412.6 0.17 0.188
Resources * init. dens. 
Tl

8 -1698.352 3413.0 0.58 0.153

No fixed effects 3 -1703.720 3413.5 1.03 0.122
Total initial 
density

Time + tot. init. dens. 8 -1697.496 3411.3 0.00 0.284
Tot. init. dens. 4 -1701.790 3411.7 0.34 0.239
Time 7 -1699.185 3412.6 1.30 0.148

C:: Pepper 
Initial density of T. 
ludeni

Time 9 -707.408 1433.2 0.00 0.609
Time + init. dens. Tl 10 -707.408 1435.3 2.09 0.214
Time + resources 11 -706.976 1436.6 3.33 0.115

Total initial 
density

Time 9 -707.408 1433.2 0.00 0.601
Time + init. dens. Tl 10 -707.400 1435.3 2.08 0.213
Time + resources 11 -706.976 1436.6 3.33 0.114
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SSynthesiss 

Tablee S2:: Multiplee comparisonss forr thee finall GLMMSS (Boxx 1).. Only the significant comparisons 
between different time points are presented for bean and pepper. As the interaction between 
resource and initial density of T. ludeni was significant for the mites assessed on cucumber, the 
slopes and the mutual comparisons are given. None of the comparisons within time for 
cucumber was significant.

Estimate Std.. 
eerrorr 

df tt ratio pp 
vvaluee 

A:: Bean 2 months – 10 
months

11.029 2.46 488 4.482 0.0001 **** 

4 months – 10 
months

14.132 2.48 488 5.69 <.0001 **** 

6 months – 10 
months

9.594 2.48 488 3.873 0.0011 *** 

8 months – 10 
months

10.317 2.42 488 4.263 0.0002 **** 

B:: Cucumber 

Initial density 
of T. ludeni

slopes  
Heterogen. 
cucumber

-3.417 1.927 424 -1.773 0.0769 .. 

Heterogen. pepper 0.347 0.680 424 0.510 0.6102  
Homogen. cucumber 2.118 0.849 424 2.496 0.0129 ** 
Slopee comparisons  
Heterogen. 
cucumber –
heterogen. pepper

-3.75 2.04 424 -1.843 0.1569  

Heterogen. 
cucumber –
homogen. cucumber

-5.54 2.11 424 -2.629 0.0240 ** 

Heterogen. pepper –
homogen. cucumber

-1.77 1.09 424 -1.629 0.2345  

C:: Pepper 2 months – 6 months 1.5132 0.371 441 4.078 0.0005 **** 
2 months – 8 months 0.7125 0.249 441 2.859 0.0359 ** 
2 months – 10 
months

1.914 0.357 441 5.354 <.0001 **** 

4 months – 10 
months

1.172 0.374 441 3.13 0.016 ** 

8 months – 10 
months

1.2015 0.358 441 3.356 0.0076 *** 
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